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STREETS

STRENGTHS WEAKNESS

Cumba (Projection)

Stairs

Courtyards

Narrow Streets

Street Oriantation

Dead-end Streets

Being conservation area

The city has been host to 

many civilizations through 

the history 

Restoration of the 

buildings

The spaces that located under the stairs can be used for 

storage.

It provides relation between the major spaces such as 

courtyard and eyvan.

The hidden stairs open to private spaces inside the 

cabinets for the guests. 

The staircases which are projection gives dynamic to the 

façade.

Location of the courtyards creates various types of 

relation with streets.

Kitchen(ocaklık), and toilet serves the courtyard which is 

the major space of the Gaziantep houses.

Ventilation of the houses

The height of the walls of the courtyard is for the 

privacy.

Providing shadows and ventilation

Street orientation gives people direction and various 

experiences.

It provides private entrance for inhabitant's houses. 

The major interventions are undercontrolled. 

Having various architectural features of the periods and 

the cultural qualities 

In Bey Mahallesi, many other nations such as Armenian, 

Jewish, and Turkish provides integrated urban fabric. 

Trying to protect urban fabric by using local materials 

and methods.

Give not importance to historical, cultural and natural 

texture by the inhabitants and tourists.

Lack of identification between the communties' 

architecture. 

While turning the Chuch to Kurtuluş Mosque, major 

characteristics of the building was damaged.

As well as providing a passageway inside the house it 

also serves as a meeting and seating space. 

It provides visual relation with the courtyard and 

ventilation of the structures. 

It differs itself from other spaces with the help of dome-

shaped ceiling. Therefore, it is perceived as spacious 

spaces by people.

It has windows both front and side façade. Therefore, it 

provides visual relation with the street and the room to 

get longer sunlight.

It creates shadow for the streets.

It extends from the façade of the structure to expand the 

spaces.

Limited movement and view for people
Because narrow streets are not suitable for vehicle movement 

and parking, urban fabric can be damaged

Because there are many branched streets, people may 

lose their focus.

Lack of safety

Decreasing the relation between the streets

Because the area is conserved, urban fabric can not be 

changed. 

To provide consistency between the historical fabric and 

contemporary structures, these architectural features 

can be used.

Inconsistency between the conservation are and its 

surrounding. 

Interventions done by inhabitants that  damaged the 

structures 

Windows

HISTORICAL 

SIGNIFICANCE

It can be used for the contemporary buildings with the 

interventions. 

The courtyards increase the relationships of the families. 

Formation of the eyvan arranges various types of plan 

organization.

Since it is also a meeting space it prevents to the privacy 

of the rooms. 

Because of the narrow streets, extension of the Cumbas 

is getting too closer to the opposite buildings. Therefore, 

it blocks to privacy.

Since the stairs are open, for users it can create climatic 

problems.

Relation between the inner and the open stairs.

The height of the courtyard walls (3-4.5m) blocks the 

visual relation with the street. 

Toilets and kitchens are generally located in courtyard 

that creates weak relation between the spaces.

SPATIAL 

QUALITIES AND 

ARCHITECTURAL 

ELEMENTS

Sofa

Eyvan (Livan)

Any intervention of the walls can lead to damage the whole 

structure.

Stone masonary structure has low seismic resistant.

Increasing of the amonut of tourists during the time can cause 

architectural and environmental damage.

Tourism is increasing because of  experiencing the 

historical context.

It gives dynamic to usage of the historical environment.

The high thickness of the walls leads to a low yield of the 

potential with the living spaces.

Windows at the lower floors are designed  in a small 

scale than the upper floors in terms of visual relation.

Although the structure has historical context, the 

perception of the spaces differs because of the function 

changes. 

Because of the masonry stone structures, the inner 

spaces cool in summers, warm in winters. 

Local materials

Stone masonary has good insulation to noise.

Many windows are used in a large scale

Provides more light and ventilation

Visual relation with the outside

Windows at the lower floors that look to the street are 

designed  in a small scale than the upper floors in terms 

of privacy.

The structures which were derelict houses are reused 

now as cafes and hotels to increase the density of the 

people on the streets.

LANDUSE

Usage of the stone


